FORWARD
The Customs & Excise Division is pleased to publish the Performance
Indicator Report 2017. This report has been modified slightly as
compared to the previous report. A new section on Harmonized System
(HS) 2017 Amendments has been added. We sincerely hope that
everyone will find the report informative and beneficial for various
purposes.
The year 2017 has been an important landmark in the history of our
Department as we have been able to introduce comprehensive customs
reforms and modernization programs through simplification and
harmonization of customs procedures, capacity building, customs
automation under the support of SASEC-TFP, and more importantly, the
amendment of Harmonized System 2017. Bhutan became the 96th
Contracting Party of Revised Kyoto Convention (RKC) on 15th
September

2014,

signaling

our

commitments

towards

better

predictability, simplification and harmonization in customs law and
rules with automation. Some of the key reforms under considerations
are establishing National Transport and Trade Facilitation Committee,
development of standalone customs legislation, rules, and automation
which I believe will definitely mark the years of hard work and
achievements.
I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the efforts of all
officials of the division who have worked tirelessly through the year
and contributed in generating information that makes it possible to
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bring out this publication of Performance Indicator Report 2017. The
Division like to express our sincere appreciation to the Director for his
extraordinary leadership and guidance in this endeavor and would
like to seek your continued support and cooperation for successful
delivery of our services to our taxpayers.

With Best Wishes,
(Tenzin Norbu)
Collector
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OUR VISION
A respected and responsible Customs and Excise services contributing
towards Nation Building
OUR MISSION
Efficient collection and protection of Customs and Excise Duty, Sales
Tax and other related taxes, and facilitation of legitimate trade and
commerce.
OUR VALUES
 A well performing and ethical Customs officers acting with civility
and impartiality to all its clients.
 Assess our action and take responsibility for those actions.
 Believe in our vision, proud of our profession services and exert
extra effort.
OUR GOALS
To promote honest and transparent environment, ensure efficient
assessment and collection of duties and taxes and facilitate legitimate
trade and commerce.
OUR STRATEGIES
 To simplify and streamline the Customs procedures.
 To provide efficient services to the importers, exporters and
taxpayers.
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 To facilitate speedy and smooth customs clearance by applying risk
management.
 To create public awareness and encourage tax compliance.
 To levy correct amount of tax and duties.
 To implement law, rules and regulations in a uniform manner.
 To prevent import and export of restricted and prohibited goods.
 To become the nation’s supplier of international trade information
and provide reliable, timely and comprehensive import/export
statistics and other information related to trade and travel.
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PART I: ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
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1.1. Introduction
The Customs and Excise Division is responsible for the overall national
revenue collection, trade facilitation and successful law enforcement.
The Division in particular is mandated to collect revenue and facilitate
legitimate trade while on the other it is also responsible for identifying,
disrupting and dismantling entities that threatens the legitimate flow of
trade. So, there is greater need to balance a high level of compliance
with revenue objectives and regulatory requirements while facilitating
the legitimate movement of goods and people across the border.
The Division is also responsible for the uniform application and
implementation of The Customs Act of Bhutan 2017 and Customs Rules
and Regulations of Bhutan 2017.
1.2. Jurisdiction of Regional Offices
As of 2017, there are 20 customs check posts, one foreign post parcel
unit and an international airport at Paro.
Out of 20 check posts, 14 are border check posts, five are interior
check posts and one seasonal check posts registered under Gelephu
Region.
Samtse Region has comparatively the maximum check posts although
the volume of trade and customs transaction is not as high as
Phuntsholing Region with two border check posts and one interior check
post.
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1.3. Organizational Structure
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Figure 1: Department's organizational structure
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Figure 3: Check post jurisdiction of regional offices
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1.4. Customs and Excise Division Profile
The Division had a steady growth of the staff over the years. In the
year 2017, the staff strength of the Division was 250 officials with
growth rate around 4 percent. However, the ratio of male to female
remains huge with 86 percent.
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Figure 4: Staff strength, by region, and by gender
The staff strength of the regions depends upon the volume of trade,
customs transaction and number of check post under their jurisdiction.
Phuntsholing Region records the highest number with 78 officials. The
staff strength increased by four officials in 2017. Samdrup Jongkhar
Region has the second highest officials with 39 male officials and two
female officials. Gelephu region comparatively has the highest increase
in staff strength with five officials. On the other hand, in Paro Region,
staff has reduced by one. Thus, the staff strength declined to 38
officials in 2017.
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Figure 5: Staff strength, by region, and by year
Apart from the trade volume and the nature of transactions involved,
the change in the staff strength across different regions is also caused
by transfer of officials for various reasons, ranging from promotion and
transfers due to inevitable family or personal circumstances.
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Figure 6: Staff strength, by region, gender, and year

The gender distribution is uneven in all regions. In the year 2017,
Phuntsholing Region records the highest number of female staff with 11
officials and the minimum was found in Thimphu with only one female
official. There is no female official in Bumthang and Mongar Region
with which the difference in range is 11 female officials. Considering
the huge transactions taking place in Phuntsholing Region, it also records
the highest number of male officials and Bumthang Region have just one
official with a range of 66 officials.
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Figure 7: Distribution of officers and inspectors, by region

With respect to the rank distribution of officials amongst the Region, out
of 250 Customs Officials, 61 officials are in the Professional carder and
189 officials in the support carder. Phuntsholing Region records the
maximum number of both professional carder with 19 officials and
support carder with 59 officials. Mongar Region records the lowest with
one official in Professional Carder and Bumthang Region with no official
in Professional Carder. About the support carder, Bumthang Region has
one official in Support carder followed by Mongar Region with two
officials.
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PART II: INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL ACTIVITIES
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2.1. International Activities
2.1.1. World Customs Organization (WCO)
WCO is an international customs organization known by
international convention as the Customs Co-operation Council (CCC),
headquartered in Brussels, Belgium. The WCO is the only
international body dedicated exclusively to international customs
and border control matters.
WCO has provided leadership in expanding the avenues of
international trade and security. Currently, WCO represents 182
Customs administration across the globe that collectively process
approximately 98 percent of world trade.
Bhutan became a member of WCO in February 2002. Since then,
it has been actively participating in various events organized by
WCO.
Annually, WCO conducts mandatory meetings for the members. The
mandatory meetings include:
·

WCO National Contact Point Meeting,

·

Regional Contact Point Meeting,

·

Conference on Regional Head of Customs,

·

Council Sessions and other capacity building, trade
facilitation, risk management, RILO meetings etc.
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Unlike the past years, in the year 2017, WCO organized two
Council Sessions, 129th/130th Council Session in July where Bhutan
was represented by two-member delegation led by the Director,
DRC and 131st Council Session in December with one-member
delegation. It is the organization’s highest decision-making body.
2.1.2. WCO Regional Intelligence and Liaison Office (RILO)
WCO has set up Regional Intelligence Liaison Offices (RILO) throughout
the world with an objective to promote information exchange among
the member administrations for controlling illegal drug trafficking,
combating transnational crime and Customs offenses and to enhance
information analysis capabilities on a regional basis.
The RILO network has 11 Liaison Offices covering the six regions of
WCO and it is supported by the Customs Enforcement Network (CEN),
which is responsible for collecting data, analyzing and communicating
information globally for intelligence purposes. The RILO office for Asia
and the Pacific is located in Korea. Bhutan has become the member of
RILO in November 2003 with an aim to actively engage in the
information exchange on illegal trade and Customs offenses. Since then
Bhutan has been sharing information on customs frauds such as trends on
fraud, modus operandi, significant cases on fraud, routes etc.
2.1.3. South Asian Free Trade Area (SAFTA)
Agreement on South-Asia Free Trade Area (SAFTA) was signed in
Islamabad, Pakistan on January 6, 2004 and came into effect from
January 1, 2006. All Members States, as per the article, are required
20

to reduce Customs tariff at a progressive rate for all tradable goods
within the SAARC region other than those under sensitive list. The tariff
reduction scheme is to be given effect in two phases till the end of
December 2015 from which the applicable customs tariff within the
Member States would be 0percent to 5percent on all tradable goods
other than those under sensitive list. The LDCs in the SAARC Member
States have applied the last phase of instalment on tariff reduction
to0percent - 5percent on 31st December 2015.
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2.2. National Activities
2.2.1. Customs Reform and Modernization (CRM) update for the year
2017
Acceding as the 96th contracting party to the Revised Kyoto Convention
of the World Customs Organization (WCO) on 15 September 2014,
Customs embarked on major reform and modernization programs since
then. Priority areas of CRM are Legislation and Automation.
2.2.2. Customs Bill 2017:
The new Customs Bill 2017 came into effect during the first quarter of
2017 upon granting a Royal assent. The Department with support and
cooperation from Customs and regional offices, following activities were
carried out during the year:
Table 1: Activities undertaken on Customs Bill 2017
1. Deliberation on the five disputed clause and passing of the Customs
Bill 2017 during the joint sitting of the 9th Session of the 2nd
Parliament scheduled from May 3 – June 20, 2017.
2. On May 4, 2017, the joint sitting of the parliament deliberated on
the five disputed clause and agreed as follows:
Section 30: Retained original text.
Section 46: Agreed as proposed by National Council.
Section 48(3): Agreed as proposed by National Council.
Section 154: Retain original text.
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Section 181: Decided to be deleted.
CUSTOMS BILL OF 2017 was unanimously passed with 100percent YES
vote received from all present.
3. CUSTOMS ACT OF BHUTAN 2017 came into force from the 27th Day
of 4th month of the Fire Female Bird Year corresponding to 21 st Day
of 6th month of 2017 after reciving the ROYAL ASSENT

2.2.3. Drafting of Customs Rules and Regulations (CRR) 2017:
With the financial assistance from Asian Development Bank (ADB) under
the SASEC Trade Facilitation Program (STFP), new Customs rules and
regulation was drafted in line with the Customs Bill 2017. During the
year, series of activities were conducted for the enactment and the
finalization of the Customs Rules and Regulations of Bhutan 2017 as
highlighted below:
Table 2: Activities undertaken on Customs Rules and Regulations 2017
1. The department conducted two weeks of review and revision retreat
session on draft CRR-V5 among the Core Working Group (CWG)
members at Paro from June 18 to July 1, 2017.
2. In the month of July and August 2017, PMU-STFP consolidated,
amended where necessary and carried out preliminary proof
reading on the reviewed and revision done by the CWG members
during last retreat session.
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PMU-STFP compiled and brought out draft CRR-V6 version.
3. The draft CRR-V6 was shared for comments and feedback to all
regional offices, LTO and head office during first week till end of
September 2017. Based on further review and validation received
from CWG members, PMU-STFP finalized draft CRR-V7 version.
4. CWG carried out a retreat session for Customs officials based in
DRC HQ, Thimphu from 22 – 24 September 2017.
5. CWG carried out further validation, review and finalization session
on draft CRR V-0.8 from 25 September to 9 October, 2017.
6. Outcome of the meeting (RoD) and revised Draft CRR V-0.9 was
circulated and shared to all concerned for final review and
comments.
7. In the month of November and December, the consultation, proof
reading and legal scrubbing activities was done with the Legal
Expert. Finalized the final draft CRR V-0.10 to be submitted to the
MoF for approval and implementation effective 1st January 2018.
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2.2.4. Amendment to the Bhutan Trade Classification (BTC) as per the
Harmonized System (HS) Nomenclature with effect from 1 January
2017.
The HS 2017 includes 242 sets of amendments mainly on sectors like
agriculture, chemical, wood, textile, base metal, machinery and
transport.
Environmental and social issues of global concern are the major feature
of the HS 2017 amendments. The majority of these changes to the HS
have been broached by the FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations).
Due to the importance of the HS in the collection of trade statistics, the
HS 2017 amendments for fish and fishery products further enhance the
coverage of species and product forms which need to be monitored for
food security purposes and for better management of resources.
The amendment for forestry products aims at one main area:
enhancement of the coverage of wood species in order to get a better
picture of trade patterns, including endangered species. In particular,
separating the data on tropical wood trade will both serve to focus
attention on the important issue of tropical wood use and clarify data
on non-tropical hardwoods. The HS 2017 amendments also include the
creation of new subheadings for the monitoring and control of certain
products of bamboo and rattan, requested by the International
Network for Bamboo and Rattan (INBAR).
25

Nearly one-half of the world's population lives at risk of malaria. The
HS 2017 amendment aims at detailed information for several
categories of products that are used as antimalarial commodities.
The HS 2017 Edition also introduces new subheadings for specific
chemicals controlled under the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC),
for certain hazardous chemicals controlled under the Rotterdam
Convention and for certain persistent organic pollutants (POPs)
controlled under the Stockholm Convention. Furthermore, at the request
of the International Narcotics Control Board (INCB), new subheadings
have been introduced for the monitoring and control of pharmaceutical
preparations containing ephedrine, pseudoephedrine or norephedrine,
and for alpha-phenylacetoacetonitrile (APAAN), a pre-precursor for
drugs.
Other amendments resulted from changes in international trade
patterns. Headings 69.07 (unglazed ceramic products) and 69.08
(glazed ceramic products) were merged to take account of the fact
that the main subheadings within these headings concern products which
are essentially no longer manufactured, and the industry and trade no
longer make a distinction between unglazed and glazed ceramic
products, whilst new products with a very high trade volume are
classified under subheadings 6907.90 and 6908.90 ("Other").
Advances in technology are also reflected in the amendments, inter
alia, the size criteria for newsprint, light-emitting diode (LED) lamps,
multi-component integrated circuits (MCOs), and hybrid, plug-in hybrid
and all-electric vehicles.
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Lastly, the amendments include clarification of texts to ensure uniform
application of the nomenclature. For example, the regrouping of
monopods, bipods, tripods and similar articles in a new heading,
namely 96.20.
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PART III: TRADE FACILITATION
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3.1. Indirect taxes and rates
3.1.1. Customs Duty
The Customs duty is levied on CIF value at the point of entry on the goods
imported from countries other than India.
However, for the goods imported from SAFTA member countries, the
Customs Duty is levied based on the preferential tariff rates as agreed
by SAFTA member countries.
The Customs & Excise Division collects customs duty and sales tax at the
point of entry as per rate prescribed in Bhutan Trade Classification
(BTC) Schedule that is revised and published by the Ministry of Finance
from time to time. The BTC has twelve rates that are given in Table
which also contains the number of items under each duty rates.
Table 3: Customs duty and number of items under each rate
SL.

Rates

No

Number of Items

Number of Items (BTC

(BTC 2017)

2012)

Ad-Valorem Rates
1

0%

257

182

2

5%

63

60

3

10 %

1,709

1,670

4

15 %

50

50

29

5

20 %

1,228

1,187

6

25 %

0

2

7

30 %

1,767

1,728

8

45 %

3

3

9

50 %

517

498

10

100 %

50
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Specific Rates
SL.

Item

Number of Items

Number of Items (BTC

No

Description

(BTC 2017)

2012)

1

Silver

Nu. 20/10 gm

Nu.2000/KGM

2

Gold

Nu. 500/10 gm

Nu.500/10gm

Source: Bhutan Trade Classification 2017

Table 4: Percentage of imports and customs duty under each rate
Rate

percent of

percent of

Effective

Import

CD Amount

Rate

0%

20.09

0

0

5%

4.07

3.08

3.18

10 %

25.18

23.44

3.92

15 %

0.4

0.08

0.83

20 %

33.39

20.18

2.55

30 %

6.72

28.28

17.73

45 %

0.05

0.28

22.84

30

50 %

6.28

21.41

100 %

3.03

3.25

14.36
4.52

Source: Bhutan Trade Statistics 2017

Majority of the customs duty collected falls under 30 percent customs
duty rate accounting to an average of 28.2 percent of the total customs
duty collected followed by 10 percent and 50 percent customs duty rate
respectively as shown in the Table.
Regarding the import trend, highest import is made under 20 percent
customs duty rate followed by 10 percent and zero duty rate
respectively.
3.1.2. Excise Duty (ED)
Excise duty is levied on certain notified domestically manufactured
products. Currently excise duty is levied only on alcoholic beverages. It is
levied on ad-valorem basis and the rates are 30 percent, 60 percent
and 75 percent on the ex-factory price.
3.1.3. Sales Tax (ST)
Sales Tax is levied on import of goods from India as well as from
countries other than India. It is levied at the point of entry except on
beer which is levied at the point of sale. The sale tax ranges from 0 –
100 percent and levied on FoB value of imported goods. In the year
2017, there was a significant shift of collection of Sales Tax on vehicle
at Point of Sale by the Sales tax Division. The move was made after
31

introduction of Goods and Service Tax in India to counter the revenue
impact resulted with corresponding fall on assessable value of goods
since GST and other allied taxes were exempted at source.

3.1.4. Green Tax (GT)
Green Tax is levied on import of vehicle, diesel and petrol. Green Tax
on import of vehicle was introduced in 2012 to control the import of
vehicles in the country. The Green Tax on vehicles ranges from 0percent
to 30percent based on the engine capacity of the vehicle. However, the
electric vehicle has been exempted from payment of customs duty, sales
tax and green tax. Further, 5percent GT was introduced on import of
petrol and diesel as per the Tax Act, 2014.
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3.2. Overall Trade
The statistics of trade is goods imported into and exported out of Bhutan
which is an important component of the national economy statistics. In
order to ensure accurate, timely and complete trade statistics, the
Department publishes quarterly trade statistics on import and export
trade of goods. The increase in the number of transactions also increases
the involvement of Customs in the clearance of the goods and in the
facilitation of the legitimate trade.
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Figure 8: Overall trade volume from 2013-17
The total import in the year 2017 records at Nu. 66, 996 million with a
decrease by 0.54 percent. The decrease of import is mainly attributed
by the decrease in import of machinery and mechanical appliances by
Nu. 1,029 million and also with the decrease of vehicle and inorganic
chemicals by Nu. 1, 748 million and Nu. 49 million respectively.
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However, the total export has increased by 2,039 million as compared
to 2016. The year recorded a trade deficit of Nu. 29,699 million which
is mainly attributed by the comparative decrease of import and
increase of export of vegetable products, chemical products and
cement & glassware by Nu. 5.6 million, Nu. 122 million and by Nu. 41
million respectively.
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Figure 9: Trade with India from 2013-17

India remains to be the largest trading partner for Bhutan in terms of
both import and export. Import from India constitutes 81percent of total
import where the major commodities imported from India includes
essential items like cereals and salt, construction materials, petroleum
products, chemicals, iron & steel and ceramic products. As for the
export, 78 percent of the total export is being made to India which has
an increased by Nu. 614 million. The increased is export to India is
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mainly attributed by the increase of dairy products by almost 60
percent.
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Figure 10: Trade with Countries other than India from 2013-17
Import from Countries other than India constitutes 19 percent which
amounts to Nu.13, 023 million. South Korea is the second largest
trading partner after India constituting 4 percent of the total import.
There was a huge import of fermented beverages worth Nu. 25
million which was increased by Nu. 10.8 million. The import of
diagnostic and laboratory reagents from Korea also increased by
Nu. 9.5 million as compared to 2016. The increase in import of
machinery with a 360 degree revolving superstructure has also had
a huge increase with 43 percent which amounts to Nu. 17 million.
Major commodities imported from countries other than India includes
machinery, mechanical appliances, plastic articles and vehicles. Export
to countries other than India constitutes 22 percent of total export.
Bangladesh is the second largest trading partner with export value of
Nu. 3,486 million constituting 14 percent of export. The major
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commodities exported include oranges, vegetables and minerals.
3.3. Customs Declaration per Staff
Customs declaration per staff indicates the workload (in terms of
assessing the declarations) on each Customs official while facilitating the
overall trade.

6006

5809

1696
1322
275
Gelephu

Paro

109
Phuentsholing

Samdrup
Jongkhar

Samtse

Thimphu

Figure 11: Customs declaration per staff, by region
In the year 2017, Phuntsholing Region recorded 6, 006 declarations
per staff, which is the highest declaration per staff compared to other
Regional Offices. Samtse Region was registered as the second highest
with a difference of 197. The declaration recorded was from Thimphu
Region with109 followed by Paro region 275 declarations per staff.
On an average, the customs declaration per staff for the year 2017
is 3,035 transactions, an increase by 708 declarations as compared to
the previous year. The increase in declaration indicates that the
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workload for custom official has increased when compared to the
previous year.
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PART IV: REVENUE HIGHLIGHTS
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4.1. Overall Revenue Collection
In the year 2017, about 48 percent of the total indirect tax collection is
contributed by Excise Duty Refund from Government of India. Sales Tax
collected at the point of entry, Customs Duty, Green Tax excise duty on
alcoholic beverages and Deport Surcharge constitutes 24 percent, seven
percent, eight percent, and one percent respectively. However, the
contribution of Green Tax and Distribution Permit Fee towards the total
indirect revenue collection is very minimal which account to less than 1%
each.
The overall indirect tax revenue collection for the period amounted to
Nu. 8,380.92 million which has decreased by approximately 4 percent
as compared to the previous year indicating a decrease in the total
indirect tax revenue collection by Nu 360 million. One of the reasons for
the decrease in the indirect tax revenue is due to a shift of collection of
Sales Tax on vehicle at Point of Sale by the Sales tax Division.
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Figure 12: Composition of indirect taxes

In the year 2017, about 48 percent of the total indirect tax collection is
contributed by Excise Duty Refund from Government of India. Sales Tax,
customs duty and Green Tax collected at the point of entry constitutes
25 percent, 7 percent and 10 percent respectively. However, the
contribution of Depot Surcharge and Distribution Permit Fee towards the
total indirect revenue collection is very minimal which account to less than
2 percent each.
4.1.1. Customs Duty Collection
The customs duty collection during the year amounts to Nu. 548.28
million which depicts a decrease by 12 percent as compared to the
previous year.
During the year, Phuntsholing Region recorded the highest collection
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constituting 80.47 percent of the total collection and it is because the
point of entry for third country originated goods is more from
Phuntsholing Region.
The second highest collection is from Paro Region constituting 16.60
percent of the total collection followed by Thimphu Region and
Samdrup Jongkhar Region with 1.52 percent and 1.34 percent
respectively. The customs duty collection from Gelephu Region is less
than 1 percent whereas there is no customs duty collection from Samtse
Region as there is no import of third country goods.

[PERCENTAGE]
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[PERCENTAGE]

Gelephu
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Phuentsholing
S/Jongkhar
Thimphu

80%

Figure 13: Proportion of customs duty collection, by region
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4.1.2. Sales Tax Collection at the Point of Entry
The sales tax collection at the point of entry for the year amounted to
Nu. 2, 079 million with a decrease of Nu. 299 million as compared to
the previous year. Phuntsholing Region recorded the highest collection
of sales tax with Nu. 1, 663 million. It is followed by Samdrup Jongkhar
Region with Nu. 157 million and Gelephu Region with Nu. 130 million.
The sale tax collection from import India amounted to Nu. 1, 892 million
with 91 percent of the total sales tax collected, while sales tax from
countries other than India amounted to Nu. 187 million with maximum
collection from Phuntsholing Region.
1,663.33

130.70

Gelephu

157.42
65.30
Paro

57.18
Phuentsholing

S/Jongkhar

Figure 14: Region wise Sales Tax Collection
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5.27
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4.1.3. Excise Duty Refund from Government of India
The excise duty paid on the goods imported from India is refunded by
Government of India (GoI) to the Royal Government of Bhutan (RGoB).
The Excise Duty refund is claimed on yearly basis and it is jointly
verified and quantified by Directorate General of Performance
Management (DGPM), GoI and Department of Revenue and Customs,
MoF, RGoB.
Table 5: Excise Duty Refund Claim (Amount in million Nu.)

Market Source

Excise

Excise

Invoice

Amount as

Amount

Value

Claimed by

Admissible

RGoB

by GoI

1,716

1,716

1,490

1,489

Factory
Petroleum Chapter 27

9,187

Other than Chapter 27 13,384
Open Market
Total Open Market

23,116

894

796

Total Claim

45,689

4,101

4,001

The estimated excise duty refund claim stands at Nu 4,001 million. The
major EDR was contributed from the import of petroleum products
recorded at Nu. 1, 747 million. It is followed by import of vehicles and
machineries recorded at Nu. 690.89 million and Nu. 366.76 million
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respectively. The EDR for the year 2016 constitutes about 11.53 percent
of the total revenue for the fiscal year 2017-2018.
4.1.5. Excise Duty Collection on Alcoholic Beverages
The excise duty collection on Alcoholic Beverages in the year has
increased by 23 percent from Nu. 520 million in 2016 to Nu. 637
million in 2017.
73.77
61.35

59.76
53.38

52.55
46.84
40.92

44.54

43.54

62.80
55.75

41.67

Figure 15: Monthly excise duty collection on alcoholic beverages
4.1.6. Distribution Permit Fee
The Department used to conduct auction for liquor shop license on behalf
of Army Welfare Project Limited (AWP) and collect the bid amount as
license fee. However, on proposal made by AWP, the distribution permit
fee was introduced in 2014 in lieu of liquor license fee. The distribution
permit fee is 35 percent on the commission of the distributors and the
collection in 2017 was as Nu. 145 million.
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Figure 16: Distribution permit fee collection, by region

4.2. Seizure Highlights
In the year 2017, the seizure value recorded was Nu. 18.03 million. The
value of seizure in the year 2017 has comparatively to the previous
year.
RRCO, Phuentsholing recorded the highest number of seizure cases
during the year. The major item seized includes grocery items like rice,
wheat, sugar and betel nuts and other textile materials where it was
seized on the ground of mis-declaration.
The increase in seizure is also attributed to the interception of foreign
currencies, foreign liquor, and precious items at the Paro International
Airport.
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Figure 17: Seizure, by region

4.3. Exemptions on applicable Customs Duty and Sales Tax on
import
Import Duty Exemption Cert ificate (IDEC) is mainly
issued;
i. Import of motor vehicles against civil servant quota issued by
the Ministry of Finance
ii. As per the new Customs Act 2017 and new rules and regulation
thereof.
iii. As per bilateral agreement signed with Royal Government of
Bhutan.
iv. As per the Fiscal Incentives 2017; on import of industrial raw
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materials, plants & machineries for manufacturing units and services,
etc
In the year 2017, the total tax foregone for the goods imported from
countries other than India was recorded as Nu. 1, 452 million recording
a decrease by 794 million. The decrease is mainly attributed by the
expiry of Fiscal Incentives 2010 and the implementation of Fiscal
Incentives 2017.
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Others
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Figure 18: Customs duty and sales tax Foregone (Amount in million Nu.)

4.4. Passenger Manifest
The year recorded an increase in arrival and departure of passenger as
compared to 2016. On an average the Department recorded an
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increase 28.63 percent in the arrival of air passengers from 147,320
passengers in 2016 to 189, 501passengers in 2017.
The departure of Air passengers from Paro International Airport
increased by 24.54 percent from 140,196 in 2016 to 174,602
passengers in 2017.
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Figure 19: Number of arrivals and departures to/from Paro airport
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ANNEXURE
Annexure I: Top Ten Commodities Import
Value
Sl #

BTC Code

(Amount in

Description

Million
Nu.)

Other light oils and preparations

1

2710.19.15

2

2710.12.10

3

7203.10.00

4

8410.90.00 Parts, including regulators

5

1006.30.00

6

8429.52.00

7

2704.00.10 Coke and semi-coke

1,370.50

8

4402.90.00 Other wood charcoal

1,277.96

9

8536.90.00 Other electrical apparatus

1,124.32

10

8704.21.00

(HSD)
Motor

spirit

(gasolene)

including

aviation spirit (petrol)
Ferrous products obtained by direct
reduction of iron ore

whether or not polished or glazed
with

a

360-degree

revolving superstructure

Motor vehicle of transport of goods
(g.v.w. not exceeding 5 tonnes)

50

1,969.39
1,845.53
1,802.01

Semi-milled or wholly milled rice,
Machinery

6,648.56

1,677.40
1,489.80

993.83

Annexure II: Top Ten Commodities Export
Value
Sl #

BTC Code

(Amount in

Description

Million
Nu.)

Containing by weight more than

1

7202.21.00

2

0908.31.00

Neither crushed nor ground

1,330.18

3

2523.29.30

Portland pozzolana cement

1,245.36

4

7207.12.00

5

2518.10.20

6

2849.10.00

Of calcium

859.78

7

2849.20.00

Of silicon

704.57

8

2516.90.10

Boulders

690.07

9

2523.29.10

Ordinary portland cement

587.96

10

3920.99.00

Of other plastics

578.73

55percent of silicon

Other, of rectangular (other than
square) cross-section
Dolomite, not calcined or sintered,
chips

9,662.22

1,051.39
1,049.26

Annexure III: Top Ten Import Ranking
Value (Amount in Million

Rank Country Name

Nu.)

1

India

53, 897.73

2

Korea South

2, 593.50
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3

Japan

1,656.23

4

China

1, 609.88

5

Thailand

1, 262.34

6

Singapore

1, 066.41

7

Germany

577.33

8

Sweden

496.64

9

United Arab Emirates

372.08

10

Bangladesh

329.18

Annexure IV: Top Ten Export Ranking
Value (Amount in Million

Rank Country Name

Nu.)

1

India

19, 635.35

2

Bangladesh

3, 486.27

3

Italy

428.2

4

Netherlands

350.95

5

Nepal

321.21

6

Germany

186.78

7

Hong Kong

138.47

8

Japan

103.87

9

Turkey

96.12

10

Spain

81.83
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